Zinc-based fixative improves preservation of genomic DNA and proteins in histoprocessing of human tissues.
Advantageous preservation of histology and detailed cellular morphology has rendered neutral buffered formalin (NBF) the most widely used fixative in clinical pathology. Despite excellent morphology for routine diagnostics, a major drawback of NBF fixation is its detrimental effect on DNA and RNA quality. In addition to complicating analysis of genes and transcripts in complex tissues, NBF denatures proteins and thereby hampers immunohistochemical visualization of certain antigens. In the present study, we evaluated a zinc-based fixative (ZBF) regarding its effects on tissue morphology, quality of genomic DNA, and preservation of protein immunoreactivity in a broad spectrum of tissues. Four different modes of fixation were analyzed: ZBF-paraffin embedding, NBF-paraffin embedding, ZBF-fixation prior to snap-freezing, and immediate snap-freezing. Laser-assisted microdissection, allowing retrieval of a defined number of cells for PCR, was used to study DNA quality. Genomic DNA was analyzed using primers for beta2-microglobulin and the transferrin receptor. Immunohistochemistry was performed using nine antibodies. Tissue microarray blocks were used for analysis of morphology and immunoreactivity. Only slight impairment of morphologic qualities was found after ZBF-paraffin embedding, whereas ZBF prior to freezing resulted in a more crisp morphology compared with routine cryosections. A significantly higher DNA yield was observed in samples isolated from ZBF-paraffin-embedded tissues compared with NBF-paraffin-embedded tissues. Both yield and quality of DNA was comparable in frozen tissues irrespective to prior ZBF fixation. Immunoreactivity in paraffin-embedded tissue was superior in ZBF-fixated tissue compared with NBF-fixated for a majority of tested antibodies. Furthermore, for seven out of nine antibodies, antigen retrieval pretreatment proved unnecessary in ZBF-fixated tissue. Thus, despite a slight impairment of morphology, ZBF preserves protein structures well. We conclude that ZBF is superior to NBF for analysis of DNA and protein expression. Fixation of tissues in ZBF may also be an alternative strategy to freeze storage of tissue specimens, eg, in future bio-banks.